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The Chatfield Charger
Legacy
BaCharger
seball progra
m has a
vision foMember
r its future. The
Legacy Members will
help us achieve it. We
need to complete certain
necessary field
improvements to have a
field that is safe, ready to
help us compete at the
top level & be the pride
of the county. The
Diamond Club and the
Charger Coaching staff
have determined specific
needs to enable these
goals to happen.
The $2,000 annual
commitment for four
years has benefits
matching those of a
Home Run Sponsor plus
a permanent memento at
the Concession Stand.

BE A
CHARTER MEMBER OF
THE LEGACY CLUB
INFIELD IMPROVEMENTS
Wind gradually blows the top layer of dirt away on
an annual basis and we use a 65/35 red clay mix.
Additionally, after every game and many practices,
the pitcher’s mound and home plate area must be
repaired with Pro Mound Clay.

OUTFIELD IMPROVEMENTS
Outside of the general care and watering of the
outfield, there is an obvious and immediate need
to strip, re-level and resurface the entire outfield.
The outfield over time has taken the brunt of the
weather damage and usage by outside entities. It
has been trampled severely and there are pot
holes, dangerous divots and many uneven spots
throughout the entire grass area.

DUGOUT IMPROVEMENTS
The Dugout floor needs replaced so the players
aren’t damaging their cleats and have an
absorbent composite to prevent knee and joint
pressure as they take their place in the dugout.

FENCE REPAIRS
In some parts of the outfield, the fence has
become lose and or slanted. We need to secure
it, not just for cosmetic purposes, but for gameplay and most importantly, safety reasons. The
center field portion is the worst. The dirt warning
track and surrounding the fence blows away over
time due to the wind and it needs to be replaced.

MISCENLLANEOUS ISSUES
With Colorado weather and the fact that baseball
season now lasts from February to October,
different field and maintenance issues constantly
arise.

